
Olivia Graham is the woman wrapped in the global success story that is Blankets and 
Throws. Olivia’s luxurious, oversized fine Australian Merino wool blankets – with yarn 
spun by the masters, Zegna Baruffa, Italy - is putting quality Australian wool back on the 
map.  

FavouredFavoured by interior designers, boutique hotels, high-end retailers and discerning 
private residences, Olivia’s blankets are one-of-a-kind in their 210cm width - large 
enough to generously cover king and queen beds. The feedback on her previous, 
sell-out merino wool blanket range was clear: “They’re beautiful, now make them 
bigger!”  Clients can select from an extensive range of colours to complement brand 
and décor colours, with desirable minimum order quantities not normally associated 
the textile industry.

OliviaOlivia believes in making things well, and well-worth keeping. Her fine Australian 
merino wool blankets are sophisticated alternative to mass produced homewares and 
clearly illustrate her preference to durability over disposability, and high-quality, classic 
creations without a whiff of compromise. 
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The benefits of wool are aplenty: natural; breathable; hygroscopic (responding to 
changes in body temperature); non-allergenic; flame-resistant; biodegradable; 
sustainably sourced. The blanket’s sumptuous double-layer knit and heavenly tactile 
properties make them timeless pieces for modern day use: wool cycle machine 
washable, a perfect trans-seasonal weight and suited to the large-scale furniture 
found in homes today. 

OliviaOlivia holds a BSc Hons in textiles (including a thesis on pilling) from The Scottish 
College of Textiles, a world leader and the second-oldest institution of its kind. A 
two-decade career in textile and fashion production, development and business 
operations, working with the luxury fibres of silk, cashmere and superfine merino 
have taken her around the world and into the studios of high-end designers and 
brands to help them create and develop their own ranges.

Olivia’sOlivia’s blankets combine quality materials, design, and world-class craftsmanship, to 
arrive at a product both beautiful in form and practical in function. They’re the result 
of an unwavering love for one’s chosen craft, and indeed, a more beautiful way of 
life.
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